EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
Wafers of single-crystal perovskite strontium titanate (SrTiO a ) were prepared as described in Ref. 1. Capacitors formed by evaporating gold uniformly on one side of the wafers and circular gold contacts on the other side were used to measure the permittivity in the [1001, [110] , and [111] directions. The wafer thickness was always much smaller than the contact diameter so that fringe fields could be neglected. The apparent relative permittivity is defined by
where l is the wafer thickness, A is the contact area, I
and V are the current and voltage phasors, w is the angular frequency, and €o is the permittivity of free space. The apparent permittivity below 65 oK is found to be dependent on how the samples are cooled. If the samples are cooled with no applied electric field, the apparent permittivity below 65 OK is frequency dependent, exhibiting a "resonance" between 1 and 10 MHz as shown in Fig. 1 . In the present study we shall be concerned with this anomalous resonance. If the samples are cooled with an applied electric field in excess of 2 x 10 4 V /cm, the permittivity is found to be independent of frequency in the measured range from 1 kHz to 50 MHz, and equal (within 5%) to the low-frequency «3xl0 5 Hz) permittivity indicated in Fig. 1 .
The perovskite strontium titanate lattice is cubic above 110 OK, tetragonal from 110 to 65 OK, and orthorombic below 65 OK. 2 The frequency-independent permittivity is also obtained if the electric field (in excess of 2 x 10 4 V / cm) is applied to the crystal only while cooling through the no and 65 OK phase-transition temperatures (i. e., from -113 to 107 OK and from -68 to 63 OK). Application of the electric field at other temperatures has no effect on the low-temperature permittivity. If the electric field is applied only while cooling through the 65 OK phase transition, the complete anomalous resonance is observed. If the electric field is applied only past the 110 OK phase tranSition, about 10% of the anomalous resonance is observed. A single sample can exhibit successively the frequency-dependent and frequency-independent behavior, depending on how the crystal is cooled.
We interpret the foregoing observations as follows: When the cubic crystal is cooled past 110 OK with an applied electric field, one of the unit cell axes elongates slightly to form a single-domain tetragonal crystal.
While cooling the single-domain crystal past 65 OK with an applied electric field, the remaining two unit cell axes differentiate to form a single-domain orthorombic crystal. If the sample is cooled past 110 OK with no applied electric field, tetragonal domains form with different c-axis orientation.
2 While cooling the crystal past 65 OK with no applied electric field, subdomains form with different a-axis orientation. We shall refer to the crystals cooled with (without) an applied electric field as single-domained (multidomained).
The curves presented in Fig. 1 were found, within the experimental error, to be independent of the contact diameter, wafer thickness, and wafer area in the measured ranges from 0.1 to 1.2 cm, 0.1 to 1 mm, and 1 to 10 cm 2 , respectively. In particular, the frequency of the anomalous resonance is not determined by the dimensions of the wafer or the contact. The apparent permittivity was also found to be independent of the amplitude of the ac electric field applied to the crystal, in the measured range from 0.3 to 15 V/cm peak. 3 The phenomenon that causes the anomalous resonance is therefore linear, at least within the measurement range considered above. The curves of Fig. 1 correspond, within experimental error, to the equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 2 . The equivalent circuits of three typical samples are summarized in Table I . In the measured directions ([1001, [1101, and (1111) , temperature range (from 4.2 to 300 OK), and dc electric field range (from 0 to ± 23 000 V / cm), the multidomain samples have, within ±5%, the same low-frequency «3x10 5 Hz) permittivity as the single-domain crystals. 1 Changing the experimental setup repeatedly and replacing the samples by various capacitors, we have convinced ourselves that the observed resonance is due to the strontium titanate crystals and not to the experimental setup. Furthermore, the strong dependence of the curves shown in Fig. 1 with crystal orientation together with the good reproductibility of these curves obtained with different samples indicate that the crystals indeed determine the anomalous resonance.
DISCUSSION
It is difficult to understand what physical phenomena causes the anomalous resonance. In the present discussion we rule out various alternatives and suggest a plausible mechanism. The low-frequency permittivity of strontium titanate calculated using the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation, the measured optic-phonon frequencies, and the measured optical permittivity is in quantitative agreement! with the measurements on the Single-domain crystals and on the multidomain crystals below 2 x 105 Hz. The anomalous resonance cannot be attributed to a mechanical oscillation of the crystal as a whole since the resonant frequency is independent of the sample dimensions. The anomalous resonance is not due to an optical phonon since the lowest optical phonon has a natural frequency of 3.2 X 1011 Hz at 4.2 OK. 1.4 Since the anomalous resonance is related to the presence of domains, it is probably due either to domain boundary motion or to a mechanical oscillation with a frequency determined by the domain boundary spacing. If the resonance were due to domain boundary motion, motion of the domain boundaries would be expected below the resonance frequency and not above it. The permittivity of single-domain and multidomain samples would therefore be equal above the resonant frequency, contrary to experiment. We have therefore assumed that the resonance is due to a mechanical oscillation with a frequency determined by the domain boundary spacing. The resonant frequency fo is then of the order of (spL 2 )-1 /2, where p is the density, L is the domain boundary spacing, and s is the "effective" elastic compliance constant of the particular mode of oscillation. USing a typical domain boundary spacing of 10 J1.m 2,5 and a resonant frequency of 2 MHz (see Fig. 1 ) one obtains l/s "" 2 X 10 6 N/m 2 at 4.2 OK, which is smaller than the elastic stiffness constants C ll , C 12 ' or C 44 (measured above 110 OK 5) by a factor of "" 105. A cubic crystal subject to a tensile stress in the [1001 direction has a Young's modulus l/s = (C~1 + C ll C 12 -2C~2)/ (c ll + C 12 ) and a Poisson ratio C I2 /(cll + C I2 ). Notice that if C 11 = C 12' 1/ s = 0, the lattice becomes unstable and the crystal is free to undergo the cubic to tetragonal transition. In this transition the volume of the unit cell is conserved to first order in the strain. Measurements indicate that c ll approaches C 12 as the temperature approaches 110 OK from above. 6 Since from 110 to 4.2 OK the crystal undergoes a second (and perhaps a third 2 ) phase transition, it is likely that the crystal lattice is marginally stable in this temperature range. The low value predicted for 1/ s at 4.2 OK is therefore possible. The lattice of a multidomain crystal is presented schematically in Fig. 3 . Notice that in the cubic to tetragonal transition two adj acent domains must "rotate" with respect to each other by 2C1! '" (c -a)/ c in order that the two domains coincide at the domain boundary. 7 The anomalous resonance is attributed to the "soft" oscillation in which the cia ratio, and therefore CI!, vary with time. The kinetic energy per unit volume of such an oscillation is (2) where e is the elastic strain. This oscillation can couple to the electric field if the crystal is ferroelectric and/ or piezoelectric. If the crystal were ferroelectric, the low-frequency permittivity of multidomain crystals would be greater than that of single-domain crystals. This difference in permittivity is because the lattice in the multidomain crystal can "rotate" with respect to the electric field, whereas it cannot in the single-domain sample. Since the low-frequency permittivities are found to be equal, we conclude that the anomalous resonance is not due to ferroelectricity. FUrthermore we have found no evidence of ferro electricity .1 We therefore assume that the multidomain crystals are piezoelectric as indicated by Rupprecht and Winter. 8 In schematic one-dimensional notation a piezoelectric crystal is described by the following equations 7 :
P= (Jd+EX, e=(Js +Ed, (3) where P is the polarization density, C/m2; (J is the stress, N/m2; d is the piezoelectric strain constant, m/V; E is the macroscopic electric field, Vim; X is the dielectric susceptibility, F/m; e is the elastic strain, -; s is the elastic compliance constant, m 2 /N.
Neglecting losses, the increment in kinetic energy per unit volume {i T is equal to the work per unit volume done by the stress -(J{ie. This equality determines the differential equation
which has the solution (in the frequency domain)
The current density is given by
which (in the frequency domain) is
where E :Eo +X is the permittivity of the single-domain crystal. Notice that Eq. (7) can be represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 . The apparent permittivity derived from Eq. (7) is plotted in Fig. 4 . We should note that in a complete analysis the sand d in Eq. (7) (see Fig. 4 ) are different in general.
CONCLUSION
An anomalous resonance which perovskite strontium titanate crystals exhibit below 65 OK is described. The resonance is attributed to the presence of domains. We have shown that single-domain crystals can be formed by cooling the samples past the 110 and 65 OK phase transition temperatures with an applied electric field in excess of 2x10
4 V/cm. The sample becomes single domained possibly because the multidomained tetragonal crystal is piezoelectric. Other workers have formed single-domain crystals by cooling the samples past the transition temperatures with an applied uniaxial stress.
5
The anomalous resonance is difficult to understand and we tentatively offer the following explanation: The elastic stiffness constants ell and C l2 approach each other as the crystal is cooled to 1l0oK. When c ll =C 12 the lattice becomes unstable and the cubic to tetragonal transition occurs. If c ll '" C 12 ' the Young's modulus in the [100J direction is small and little energy is required to change the c/ a ratio of the unit cell (keeping the volume constant to first order in the strain). An oscillation in which the cia ratio varies with time can account for the observed anomalous resonance if the multidomain crystal is piezoelectric. The frequency of the resonance would be determined by the domain boundary spacing. Additional experimental evidence is required to have a more reliable and detailed understanding of the phenomenon.
